You know all the requirements for the polymer you are about to ship — but what about its monomers? CAS Chemical Compliance Index connects polymeric materials and their component monomers, allowing you to toggle between entries, scan regulation lists, assess UVCB status, select pre-manufacturing notices, and more. With coverage of more than 400,000 regulated substances, including those submitted in Premanufacture Notices (PMN) and nearly 150 inventories and lists, you can be confident that you have the most accurate and complete regulatory information for your polymeric material.
Search and view global compliance data for polymeric materials and their components

A Search for your polymer by CAS Registry Number®, name, formula, regulatory list identifier, or substance/UVCB description.

B Your relevant search results will be displayed with an inventory table.

C The polymer's composite material, CAS Registry Number, and molecular formula will also be displayed.

D Filter results by CAS Registry Number, toxicity information, UVCB, pre-manufacturing notice, and/or text strings.

E Explore polymer options by searching for one or more component monomers.
F Easily find regulatory lists relevant to your business on any CAS Chemical Compliance Index search.

G Create alerts to be notified of any regulation changes for your materials of interest.

Find out how CAS Chemical Compliance Index can help ease your regulatory search process.

Learn more at cas.org
CAS is a leader in scientific information solutions, partnering with innovators around the world to accelerate scientific breakthroughs. CAS employs over 1,400 experts who curate, connect, and analyze scientific knowledge to reveal unseen connections. For over 100 years, scientists, patent professionals, and business leaders have relied on CAS solutions and expertise to provide the hindsight, insight, and foresight they need so they can build upon the learnings of the past to discover a better future. CAS is a division of the American Chemical Society.

Connect with us at cas.org.